
“The Practice of Science”

n PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
The Practice of Science program 

utilizes engaging activities that support 
learning by doing. Through this project 
students have a hands-on approach to 
learning and mastering the Nature of 
Science Standards, which are often a 
difficult area of science instruction for 
students to master. Many students (and 
adults!) have a misconception of science 
experiments and observations, using the 
words interchangeably. Giving students 
the opportunity to perform an actual 
experiment increases engagement while 
still giving teachers the opportunity to 
teach students about experimentation 
and it’s value. 

Although designed to help fifth 
grade students be successful on 
the Statewide Science Assessment, 
students participate in specific engaging 
activities that help develop their science 
reasoning and understanding. Students 
will make observations, models and 
conduct the steps of the scientif ic 
method in the experiment Tarzan and 
Jane. In this experiment students will 
follow the steps of the scientific method 
to test if the length of a pendulum will 
affect the number of swings it makes 
in 30 seconds. Students also create a 
model of an animal out of Legos and 
describe the adaptations it has for 
survival in a designated climate zone. 
Stepping over into observation skills, 
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students will use a clear liquid and a pH 
tab to make observations about what 
they think the liquid might be.  

It is important for students to “do” 
science, not just read about science.  
Using this program you can create your 
own scientists at your school.

n OVERALL VALUE 
The Nature of Science is a difficult 

strand of science for students to master, 
yet it is a strand that is in every grade 
level. Teachers could easily adapt these 
lessons to fulfill grade specific Nature of 
Science standards.

One measure of success is that 
Berkley’s annual test scores have 
continued to increase in the area 
of Science throughout the last five 
years. Through this project students’ 
love and excitement for science has 
grown. Through informal assessments 
throughout the year, the level of mastery 
continues to increase in classes 
regarding this science strand.   

n LESSON PLAN TITLES
• Tarzan and Jane
• What’s my pH? 
• Lego Animal Model
 

n MATERIALS 
See individual lesson plans.

n ABOUT THE DEVELOPER
Carla Campbell is a 5th grade 

reading and science teacher at Berkley 
Charter School. She has 30 years 
of experience teaching, 23 of those 
years have focused on science.  She is 
dedicated to bringing science alive for 
all of her students. 

She has 2 grown sons and a 
beautiful daughter in law. She enjoys 
spending time relaxing around the pool 
or reading a great book.
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n SUBJECTS COVERED
Science

n GRADES
Fifth

n OBJECTIVES 
Students will practice and show 

mastery of carrying out an experiment 
that follows the steps of the scientific 
method with repeated trials. 

n STANDARDS 
 FSS / NGSSS
SC5N1.1
 Define a problem, use appropriate 

reference materials to support 
scientific understanding, plan and 
carry out scientific investigations of 
various types such as: systematic 
observations, experiments requiring 
the identif ication of variables, 
collecting and organizing data, 
interpreting data in charts, tables, 
and graphics, analyze information, 
make predictions, and defend 
conclusions.

SC.5.N.1.2 
 Explain the difference between 

an experiment and other types of 
scientific investigation.

SC5N1.3 
 Recognize and explain the need for 

repeated experimental trials.
SC5N2.1 
 Recognize and exp la in  that 

science is grounded in empirical 
observations that are testable; 
explanation must always be linked 
with evidence.

SC.5.N.2.2
 Recognize and explain that when 

scientific investigations are carried 
out, the evidence produced by those 
investigations should be replicable 
by others.

n MATERIALS
• String
• Metal washers
• Rulers
• Text book 
• Tape
• Timer

n VOCABULARY
• Experiment
• Title
• Purpose
• Hypothesis
• Test Variable
• Constants, Control
• Material list
• Step by step directions
• Data chart
• Graph
• Conclusion 
• Pendulum

“The Practice of Science” Carla Campbell
Lesson Plan No 1: Tarzan and Jane
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n DIRECTIONS 
Students will identify par ts of 

scientific method for the experiment 
Tarzan and Jane.
Background information:

Title: Tarzan and Jane
Purpose: Does the length of string on 

a pendulum affect the number of 
swings it will make in 30 seconds?

Hypothesis: They make a hypothesis….
Variable: length of string (15 cm, 

30cm, 45cm)
Constants: type of string, size and 

type of metal washer, release point 
over the table, 30 sec.

Control: none
Step by Step Directions for students:

1. Gather your materials
2. Cut the string into 15cm, 30 

command 45 cm
3. Tie the metal washer to the string
4. Tape the end of the pendulum 

to a ruler
5. Place the ruler sticking out from 

the end of your table under two 
text books.

6. Release the pendulum even with 
the table and count how many 
swings it makes in 30 seconds.

7. Record on data chart
8. Repeat steps 6-7 two more times
9. Change the length of the string 

and repeat steps 6-8
10. Change the length of the string 

and repeat steps 6-8
Data Chart: create a chart with 5 

columns and 4 rows to collect data
Graph: Make a bar graph with your 

results
Conclusion: Write a paragraph to 

summar i ze  you r  r e su l t s  t o 
communicate with others.
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Lesson Plan No 1: Tarzan and Jane (cont.)
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Students will complete their trials 
(Discuss that you do multiple trials in 
an experiment to prove your results will 
be accurate and reliable.) Students will 
make a bar graph of the average column 
from their data chart. Depending on their 
background you may have to model a 
sample graph for them to compare as 
they work on their own. ***Make sure 
you are confirming with them that the 
way they practiced science was through 
an experiment following the steps of 
scientific method.

n ACCOMMODATIONS
Provide notes for those with the 

accommodation.

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
You can assess by having them 

create and design another experiment 
changing the variable or a multiple 
choice assessment based on scientific 
method, or both.
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“The Practice of Science” Carla Campbell
Lesson Plan No 2: What’s my pH?

n SUBJECTS COVERED
Science

n GRADES
Fifth

n OBJECTIVES 
The student will make observations 

of a clear liquid before and after adding 
a wide range pH tablet. 

n STANDARDS 
 FSS / NGSSS
SC.5.N.1.2 
 Explain the difference between 

an experiment and other types of 
scientific investigation.

SC.5.N.1.5 
 Recognize and explain that authentic 

scientific investigation frequently 
does not parallel the steps of “the 
scientific method.”

n VOCABULARY
• Test tubes
• Test tube racks
• Safety goggles
• pH test tabs
• Gloves
• pH charts
• Timer
• Potential hydrogen
• Acid
• Nuetral
• Base
• Observation
• Sences

n MATERIALS
• Gloves
• Safety Glasses
• pH wide range tablets
• Test tubes
• Test tube racks 
• Timer
• pH Indicator chart
• PowerPoint presentation 

n DIRECTIONS 
***Safety Note: To teach lab safety 

with unknown liquids and pH tabs, 
students should wear safety goggles 
and gloves when performing this 
activity.
Te a c h e r  p r e p a r e s  a  s l i d e 

presentation on potential hydrogen. 
Students make a three flap foldable 
(Take a piece of paper fold like a hot 
dog make two cuts on the front flap 
creating three flaps.) Glue the back 
of the foldable into their science log.  
Label the first flap acid, the second flap 
neutral, and the third flap base. Students 
take notes to refer back to when making 
their observations.

Provide each team with a test tube 
of an unidentified clear liquid (i.e. pond 
water, bottled water, sprite, vinegar, 
hydrogen peroxide, white board cleaner)
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Have them make observations with 
their eyes only. Then they will add the pH 
tab to their liquid, cap the test tube and 
shake until dissolved. Time one minute 
and hold the test tube to the pH chart. 
They should observe and determine if 
they have an acid a neutral or a base 
and predict what their liquid is. This 
investigation really makes them feel like 
scientist.

n ACCOMMODATIONS
Provide notes for students who may 

need assistance.

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
Have students take a formative 

assessment in the form of an exit ticket 
to check for understanding. Remember 
you are focusing on how scientist use 
observation for doing science not the 
concept of pH.

n ADDL INFORMATION 
PowerPoint included at end of 

packet.
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“The Practice of Science” Carla Campbell
Lesson Plan No 3: Lego Animal Model

n SUBJECTS COVERED
Science

n GRADES
Fifth

n OBJECTIVES 
Students will make a model out 

of legos of an animal that will have 
adaptations for surviving in a certain 
climate zone. 

n STANDARDS 
 FSS / NGSSS
SC5N1.1 
 Define a problem, use appropriate 

reference materials to support 
scientific understanding, plan and 
carry out scientific investigations of 
various types such as: systematic 
observations, experiments   requiring 
the identif ication of variables, 
collecting and organizing data, 
interpreting data in charts, tables, 
and graphics, analyze information, 
make predictions, and defend 
conclusions. 

n MATERIALS
• Legos
• Outline of climate zones to be 

attached to their log
• Animal placemat to record 

information (see attachment)

n VOCABULARY
• Model
• Animal adaptations (behavioral 

and strucutral)
• Climate zones
• Tropical zone
• Temperate zone
• Polar zone

n DIRECTIONS 
Teacher introduces some examples 

of models (solar system model, human 
body model, plant model, etc.). Allow 
students a chance to explore these 
models, how they work, etc. and 
have discussion with students on why 
scientists may need to use a model 
(they are cheaper, they may represent 
something too large to observe, etc.). 
How are models important to our 
understanding of science?

Review climate zones by having 
students drawing a replica of planet 
earth and labeling each zone on a sheet 
of paper. This will be used later in the 
activity.

Have students create a Lego model 
animal that has unique behavioral and 
structural adaptation for surviving in 
one of the climate zones on Earth. They 
will fill out their reusable placemat (the 
page protector) to list those adaptations. 
They must name their creature and add 
that to the placemat. After all students 
are done, students will do a Carousel 
Walk. In a Carousel Walk, student stroll 
around the room and will add the name 
of each creature to the appropriate 
climate zone. Have a discussion to 
review why scientist make models. In 
this case because it is not reasonable 
to create a new animal and have it live 
in the classroom.
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Day 2 of Making a model will 
introduce human body systems unit of 
study. Use the human body model to go 
over the different systems that will be 
studied. Focus on why scientists use a 
model. In this case, to show inside the 
human body.

n ACCOMMODATIONS
Provide notes for students who may 

need assistance.

n EVALUATION/
ASSESSMENT 
Use a rubric to assess.

n ADDL INFORMATION 
Additional Models throughout the 

year: solar system and parts of a 
flowering plant.
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Materials Budget
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TOTAL
BUDGET
AMOUNT

  
“The Practice of Science” Carla Campbell

Lesson Plans Materials Budget
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Carolina Science Human Torso Model $ 56.95 1 $ 56.95
  The Orbitor (Solar System) 207.00 1 207.00
Amazon      Foam Flower Model 71.00 1 71.00
  Legos: Classic Medium BrickBox 28.00 1 28.00
  Legos: Classic Large Brick Box 48.00 1 48.00
  Plastic Test Tubes with Rack 16.00 6 96.00
  Protective Eyewear: Pack of 12 12.00 2 24.00
  Disposable Gloves 9.60 3 28.80
  Page Protectors: Pack of 50 5.00 2 10.00
  Cotton Bakers Twine 7.90 2 15.80
  Metal Washers: 100 Pack 14.44 1 14.44
	 	 LaMotte	Testabs	Refill:	50	tests	 24.99	 6	 145.74

Carla Campbell
Berkley Elementary Academy

789.25

10.71

$800.00



“The Practice of Science” Carla Campbell
Rubric: The Practice of Science - Making a Model
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Student Name _______________________________________________________________

 0 1 2 3 4 
Number 
Adaptations

Adaptations 
and 
Locations 
Correlated

No attempt 
was made.

No attempt 
was made.

A model was 
attempted, but 
no adaptations 
were listed.

The location 
of the animal 
was recorded.

A model was 
made and 
one or two 
adaptations 
were listed.

The location 
was recorded, 
but the 
adaptations 
did not match 
the climate 
zone.

A model was 
made and 
three 
adaptations 
were listed.

The location 
of the animal 
was recorded 
and some 
adaptations 
matched the 
climate zone.

A model 
was made 
and more 
than three 
adaptations 
were listed.

The location 
of the animal 
was recorded 
and the 
adaptations 
support this 
location or 
climate zone.



“The Practice of Science” Carla Campbell
Additional Information - pH Presentation
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